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Consolidation of DoD
Contract Administration Services
Executive Summary
Introduction. At the request of the then Deputy Secretary of Defense, we performed
the evaluation to determine whether any consolidation opportunities exist for the
Defense Contract Audit Agency and the Defense Contract Management Command.
The request was made as a followup to the Commission on Roles and Missions study
recommendation to consolidate those agencies.
During the evaluation, we observed that increased efficiencies, staff reductions, and
cost avoidances were possible if contract administration services responsibilities of
several major DoD contracting activities were transferred to the Defense Contract
Management Command. We conducted this evaluation to determine whether those
activities should delegate the responsibility for contract administration services to the
Defense Contract Management Command.
Evaluation Objective. The objective of this evaluation was to determine whether the
Defense Contract Management Command should be delegated the contract
administration responsibilities retained by various DoD contracting activities. Because
of the number of activities to be studied, we limited this initial evaluation to the three
believed to have the greatest potential or need for consolidation, the U.S. Army
Ammunition Plants; the Office of Naval Research; and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of
Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair. We will evaluate two remaining activities, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, at a
later date.
Evaluation Results. The Defense Contract Management Command is capable of
performing the contract administration functions of the Army Ammunition Plants, the
Office of Naval Research, and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding. Delegation of contract
administration to the Defense Contract Management Command can improve the overall
efficiency and effectiveness of the administration of DoD contracts.
The economies of scale and consistent application of acquisition regulations envisioned
with the establishment of a single DoD contract administration organization, the
Defense Contract ManagemenfCommand, have not been fully achieved due to the
retention of contract administration responsibility by the Army and Navy. Those
benefits, one contract administration face to the contracting community, and
elimination of duplicate regulations and management structures, should significantly
improve the efficiency of DoD contract administration operations.
Summary of Recommendations. We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition and Technology charter a joint executive-level review of the cost
effectiveness of consolidating contract administration. The review members should

include representatives from the Office of the Secretary of Defense; Office of the
Inspector General, DoD; Army; Navy; Air Force; and Defense Contract Management
Command.
Management Comments. The Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition Reform) nonconcurred with our draft report recommendation to eliminate
the Defense Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203(a)(i)(B), which authorizes all
DoD Components, not just the Office of Naval Research, to retain contract
administration for research and development with universities. Prior to the elimination
of that provision, an evaluation should be conducted to examine how all DoD
Components conduct administration of their contracts for research and development
with universities.
The Acting Deputy Under Secretary also nonconcurred with the recommendations to
transfer contract administration responsibilities for the U.S. Army Ammunition Plants;
the Office of Naval Research; and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Conversion and Repair to the Defense Contract Management Command. She
commented that the evaluation lacks supporting analysis and a critical examination to
substantiate that the transfers would be beneficial. Only after completion of such an
analysis can a decision be made on the recommended transfers.
The Army and Navy nonconcurred with the recommendations, emphasazing that they
run counter to previous study results on the appropriateness of the transfers. The Army
also stated that before implementing the transfers, the issues should be jointly studied
again.
The Defense Logistics Agency acknowledged that "CAS function consolidations have
historically proven to save costs" but recommended that a full cost-benefit analysis be
performed before a decision is made.
Part I summarizes the management comments on the recommendations, and Part III
contains the complete texts of those comments.
Evaluation Response. Our evaluation focused on the need for independence in
contract administration, consistent application of policy, and potential economies of
scale inherent in consolidating contract administration. We did not attempt to
determine the cost savings of such consolidation. The estimated amount of savings that
will accrue from consolidation is dependent on the assumptions used and we believe
management is in the best position to determine the cost impact. Because of
management comments, we deleted the recommendation to eliminate the Defense
Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203(a)(i)(B). The appropriateness of the
provision should be reexamined if additional analyses result in a decision that the
Office of Naval Research grant and contract administration responsibilities should be
transferred to the Defense Contract Management Command.
Also, we deleted the draft report recommendations regarding transfer of additional
contract administration responsibilities to the Defense Contract Management Command.
We agree that a full analysis of the recommended changes will lend substantial
credibility to implementation of the recommendations and have revised the report
accordingly.
We request that the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology comment on the final report recommendation by March 16, 1997.
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Part I - Evaluation Results

Background
The then Deputy Secretary of Defense organized and chaired a Senior Advisory
Group to monitor the actions taken on all recommendations made by the
Commission on Roles and Missions of the Armed Forces. At an October 27,
1995, meeting of the group, the then Deputy Secretary requested that the
Inspector General, DoD, identify potential process and reengineering options
that would lead to Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) and Defense
Contract Management Command (DCMC) consolidation opportunities, staff
reductions, and cost avoidances.
During our DCAA/DCMC consolidation opportunities evaluation, we
determined that the potential for staff reductions, cost avoidances, and
consolidation opportunities was also present in related areas. Contract
administration services (CAS) processes and the evaluation of contractor price
proposals are areas in which improvements or streamlining could result in cost
avoidances by the DoD. Also, we observed that past studies had considered the
potential for increased efficiencies, related staff reductions, and cost avoidances
associated with the transfer to the DCMC of the CAS responsibilities of several
major DoD contracting activities.
The DCMC was established in 1990 under the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
to consolidate all DoD on-site contract administration into a single DoD agency.
It is responsible for providing worldwide CAS to its customers and satisfies this
responsibility by use of a process-oriented system. The system involves use of
teams that cross business, functional, and technical boundaries. The teams
provide for a seamless approach that enables them to continually select, analyze,
and improve CAS processes. The CAS policies and procedures that support the
DCMC implementation of uniform, DoD-wide CAS are in DLA Directive
5000 4 "Contract Management," March 6, 1995, which is aptly referred to as
the "One Book." The establishment of the DCMC has generally allowed the
DoD to present one face to industry in the contract administration arena.

Objectives
The objectives of the evaluation were to determine whether the DCMC is able
to perform the CAS of several major DoD organizations and whether transfer of
those responsibilities to the DCMC is appropriate and beneficial. These
objectives fall within the purview of the request made by the then Deputy
Secretary of Defense to determine whether opportunities exist for process
improvement in the DCMC mission, operation, and organizational structure.
See Appendix A for a discussion of our scope and methodology.

Delegation of DoD Contract
Administration Services to the Defense
Contract Management Command
The Army Ammunition Plants (AAP); the Office of Naval Research
(ONR); and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and
Repair (SUPSHIP), with the assistance of their headquarters offices,
currently retain CAS responsibilities, even though the DCMC can
provide those services. This condition exists because prior studies of the
SUPSHIP and AAP concluded that it was more economical and provided
greater control not to separate contract administration functions from the
overall operations of the organizations. Also, the ONR had specialized
skills not available within the DCMC. By retaining CAS responsibilities
rather than delegating them to the DCMC, the DoD is not able to
achieve the economies of scale, consistent application of contract
administration policies, or independence of the contract administration
function envisioned by the establishment of DCMC as a single DoD
contract administration organization. The arguments against delegation
of CAS responsibilities to the DCMC are similar to those used at the
time of formation of the DCAA in 1965. Presently, DCAA provides
DoD contracting officers with all contract audit and financial advisory
services. The success DCAA has had in this role could be similarly
achieved by the DCMC.

Establishment of the DCMC to Consolidate DoD Contract
Administration
Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration Services. The Deputy
Secretary of Defense approved the Defense Management Review Decision
(DMRD) 916, "Streamlining Contract Management," in 1989 to establish the
DCMC within the DLA. At that time, the DLA was already incurring about
three-quarters of the costs of DoD CAS, with the Military Departments
incurring the remainder at various contractor plants. The DCMC began
operations in 1990 with the objective to consolidate all on-site CAS at
contractors' plants in a centralized organization to realize the economies of scale
associated with consolidation. Responsibility assigned to the DCMC included
providing worldwide CAS to support the Military Departments; other DoD
Components; Federal civil agencies; and when authorized, foreign governments
and others.
The goals of the DMRD 916 were to:
o consolidate all contract administration support functions under one
DoD organization,
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o streamline by reducing organizational layers and personnel in the CAS
system,
o implement uniform CAS policy and procedures,
o present a single face to industry,
o upgrade the quality and professionalism of the CAS workforce,
o reduce overhead and payroll costs associated with contract
administration, and
o preserve regulatory division between the responsibilities of the
administrative contracting officer and the procuring contracting officer.
Those goals were designed to resolve various problems that had been identified
within the contract administration structure. The problems concerned the use of
different procedures for managing and administering contracts, the different
contract administration organizations being presented to industry, a lack of
adequate emphasis on professionalism in the contract administration arena, and
inadequate attention being placed on contract administration that could be
remedied by establishing a single activity in a single agency. Concerns with the
need to reassess the numbers of Government officials present in contractor
facilities and to improve management controls in contract administration were
also considered.
When the DCMC was established as the centralized DoD contract
administration agency, five major organizations were not included in the
consolidation and retained their own CAS: the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
the Naval Facility Engineering Command, the AAP, the ONR, and the
SUPSHIP. At the time the DCMC was established, the AAP and SUPSHIP
were to be reviewed for possible transfer to the DCMC within a year of its
establishment. Subsequent studies were made of those organizations and are
discussed in Appendix B. We limited our evaluation to the AAP, the ONR, and
the SUPSHIP because we believe that those organizations have the greatest
potential or need for consolidation. We will evaluate the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the Naval Facilities Engineering Command at a later date.

The Transfer of CAS to the DCMC
The changes in DoD since the formation of DCMC in 1990, including
significant downsizing, have invalidated the conclusions of previous studies that
retention of CAS responsibility by certain Army and Navy activities is efficient
and effective. We determined that the DCMC is capable of performing the
CAS responsibilities currently being conducted by the AAP, ONR, and
SUPSHIP, and those organizations concurred with that conclusion. We
reviewed the various reasons presented in prior studies and currently offered by
those organizations to justify their retention of CAS responsibilities. We
questioned the validity of some of the reasons and concluded that even the valid
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reasons do not justify having CAS performed by other than the DCMC. The
DCMC was established to provide DoD-wide CAS and should conduct all DoD
CAS unless it is determined that DCMC is not capable of or is inefficient in
performing the required services. Additionally, we identified the following
reasons that support the transfer of CAS from AAP, ONR, and SUPSHIP to the
DCMC.
o The economies of scale initially envisioned with the establishment of
the DCMC can be fully realized only if all DoD CAS is delegated to that
organization.
o The benefits of such consolidation are illustrated by the success of the
1965 reorganization of the DoD contract audit function under a single
organization, the DCAA. The DCAA has provided a single face to industry and
uniformity in audit policy throughout DoD. The establishment of the DCAA
eliminated the inefficiency of duplicate infrastructures maintained by the
Military Departments to manage audits and formulate policy.
o Greater independence and consistency in settling contract
disagreements, disputes, and audit issues would be ensured. The intertwining of
program officials with contracting officers who perform both procurement and
contract administration functions is not consistent with the DMRD 916 goal of
preserving regulatory division between the responsibilities of the administrative
contracting officer and the procuring contracting officer. Consequently,
contracting officer decisions are not made independently and, therefore, are not
necessarily in the best interests of the Government. The delegation of CAS to
the DCMC would provide the environment needed to ensure that adequate
contracting officer independence is achieved. Too often the procuring Military
Department is closely tied to the contractor providing the product or service,
resulting in a loss of perspective in financial dealings with the contractor.
o The DCMC personnel are dedicated solely to CAS, whereas many
AAP and SUPSHIP personnel perform CAS as only one of their duties. The
DCMC representatives are generally better trained and more efficient and
effective in the area of CAS because of their total dedication to the singular
mission of the CAS function. The DCMC staff has specialized in the various
CAS functions and, therefore, is generally more efficient due to such
specialization.
o The DCMC presents a single contract administration face to industry.
The use of one DoD-wide, CAS organization promotes uniformity and
consistency in ongoing communications with contractors and resolution of
problem areas. The uniformity of policy through use of the DCMC One Book
enhances consistency with the contractor community.
o The DCMC initially employed about 24,000 employees who were
located in about 140 offices within its 9 districts. FY 1997 end of the year
DCMC staffing is programmed at 14,489, a 40 percent reduction to the 1990
baseline. Further reductions, to 12,402, are programmed by FY 2003, and the
Quadrennial Defense Review is expected to result in even further staffing
reductions. Also as part of its downsizing actions, the DCMC disestablished 7
of its 9 districts, established an international district, and decreased its contract
administration offices from 140 to 81. In 1996, Program Decision
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Memorandum II allowed the DCMC to slow its decline in staffing levels to help
offset the addition of new workload. That work included administering
contracts at privatized depot maintenance facilities and fulfilling the role as the
DoD leader in implementing acquisition reforms. Also, the Military
Departments had come to rely on DCMC for the workload that they used to
perform in-house, and entire functions were sometimes transferred to the
DCMC without any additional staffing or funding. These experiences should
significantly contribute to the DCMC ability to readily meet the challenges
associated with absorbing the CAS responsibilities currently retained by the
AAP, ONR, and SUPSHIP.
o The existence of a single, consolidated CAS agency for all of DoD
will facilitate and expedite the implementation of the many acquisition reforms
planned and in process throughout the DoD. The DCMC is the lead
organization for many acquisition reforms and initiatives, including the Single
Process Initiative, Early CAS, Earned Value Management, and Software
Surveillance.
o Further consolidation of CAS within the DCMC will facilitate
ongoing standardization and centralization of contract payment processes. The
Defense Finance and Accounting Service would have to resolve only the
operational and policy issues of one organization. The consolidation would
similarly facilitate Electronic Commerce and Electronic Data Interchange
initiatives.
o The DoD CAS regulations will be streamlined and reduced. Each
organization reviewed has developed its own CAS regulations or guidelines that
would be eliminated with the transfer of CAS to the DCMC. The U.S. Army
Industrial Operations Command, headquarters for the AAP, issued its own
Supplement to the Federal Acquisition Regulation that addresses several CAS
requirements. The ONR developed various grant and contract administration
guides that address voucher processing, property administration, contractor
purchasing system reviews, indirect cost negotiations, and grant and contract
closeouts. The Naval Sea Systems Command, headquarters for the SUPSHIP,
maintains a voluminous SUPSHIP operations manual for use by contract and
technical personnel as a guide for field administration of contracts for ships and
boats and as a contract administration tool for naval ship repair work in private
contractors' plants.
Procedures for Delegating CAS to the DCMC. When delegations of CAS are
made to the DCMC, discussions between the contracting office and the DCMC
are usually held to determine which functions are to be delegated. The CAS
delegations are made in accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation
Subpart 42.2, "Assignment of Contract Administration," and Subpart 42.3,
"Contract Administration Office Functions," and the Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement Subpart 242.2, "Assignment of Contract
Administration." After agreement is reached, the specific functions being
delegated are formalized in writing to prevent duplication of effort by the
parties. The delegation decisions consider the flexibility provided by the
Federal Acquisition Regulation and the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement, the current workload and staffing of each of the organizations, and
the confidence the delegating office placed in the DCMC office. The
regulations provide sufficient flexibility to permit the Army and the Navy to
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tailor the delegation of CAS responsibilities to the DCMC while ensuring that
the Army and Navy maintain sufficient control to operate efficiently and to
effectively meet their mission requirements.

The U.S. Army Industrial Operations Command-Army
Ammunition Plants
Mission of the U.S. Army Industrial Operations Command and the Army
Ammunition Plants. In 1975, the Secretary of the Army was designated the
Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition. That mission is currently
satisfied by the U.S. Army Industrial Operations Command (IOC), a major
subordinate command of the Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, Virginia.
The IOC employs about 24,000 civilians and has installations and activities in
25 states and overseas. It is responsible for producing quality munitions and
large caliber weapons and for providing a full range of maintenance services for
modern weapons.
The IOC headquarters is staffed with technical specialists in areas such as
acquisition, engineering, environment, quality assurance, logistics management,
property control, safety, and security. The headquarters office maintains three
procurement divisions: the Ammunition Procurement Division, the
Environmental Procurement Division, and the Government-Owned, ContractorOperated/Facility Division.
The Ammunition Procurement Division is responsible for acquisition of
ammunition to be manufactured by commercial contractors. Contractors that
were awarded some of the larger contracts include Martin Electronics; Alliant
Techsystems; Bulova Technologies, Inc.; and Olin Corporation. The
Ammunition Procurement Division is composed of three branches and an
integrated product team that was established for 120 millimeter tank
ammunition. Routine contract administration for the IOC commercial contracts
and the tank ammunition contract is consistently delegated to the DCMC. The
IOC retains functions related to technical changes and review as well as all
actions that involve funding and legal issues.
The Environmental Procurement Division is responsible for awarding and
administering the contracts required in implementation of the DoD Chemical
Demilitarization Program. The program involves constructing buildings,
equipping the buildings with necessary chemical weapons destruction
equipment, destroying the chemical weapons, and destroying the buildings
themselves. The program is expected to last as long as 10 years and is currently
planned to involve nine sites.
Responsibility for the construction of the buildings and contract administration
during the construction phase is assigned to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Once construction is completed, contract administration responsibility for the
remaining parts of the contracts is retained by the IOC, which believes that CAS
retention is necessary to maintain continuity and consistency for this sensitive,
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long-range program. The Environmental Procurement Division also contracts
for site clean-up requirements. Contract administration for the clean-up
contracts is routinely delegated to the DCMC.
The Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated/Facilities Division is responsible
for directing, managing, and controlling the contract planning, executing, and
administering for the entire Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated AAP
complex. There are 7 active and 14 inactive AAP. Civilian personnel
employed at the AAP totaled 254, and military personnel totaled 21.
Appendix C lists the specific AAP sites and the personnel assigned to each site.
The AAP are staffed with a variety of specialists similar to those working at
IOC headquarters, with no duplication of effort, however, because the roles of
the AAP specialists and IOC specialists are quite different. The AAP specialists
are involved in the day-to-day, on-site review of contractor operations. The
IOC retains those CAS that involve resolution of audit and technical issues,
funding, or the need for legal input. Other than the limited CAS functions
noted, the IOC headquarters personnel are not involved with overseeing contract
performance. They are primarily involved with acquisition responsibilities and
IOC-wide issues, such as planning future ammunition requirements and
reviewing current processes in their specialties to identify areas requiring
improvement.
Army's Reasons for Retaining CAS. The AAP study conducted during 1990
and Army comments made during this evaluation addressed various reasons for
the Army's retention of CAS responsibilities at the AAP. The following
reasons were considered most significant. The Army achieved the 25-percent
AAP staff reduction envisioned with transfer of CAS to the DCMC before a
decision was made on retaining or delegating CAS to DCMC. Second, safety,
environmental, and security issues present a significant potential threat, which
the Army believes are best addressed by the Army's centralized ammunition
management personnel. Further, non-CAS functions comprise more than half
the AAP workload, and CAS and non-CAS functions are not easily separated.
Lastly, the Army believes that transfer of AAP CAS to the DCMC would
increase overall staffing requirements.
During the earlier AAP study, the IOC obtained estimates from AAP personnel
in various positions regarding functions performed and time spent on those
functions. That information was used to estimate typical percentages of CAS
and non-CAS functions performed at the AAP. The AAP personnel said that
CAS functions comprise about 50 percent of their total AAP efforts.
The AAP absorbed the 25-percent staff reduction, even before completion of the
earlier study, and this action was a significant factor in the study
recommendation and the Army decision to retain CAS at the AAP. However,
that action has no effect on our current evaluation, which shows that AAP
closures and further downsizing have reduced the AAP resource level from
about 700 during the previous study to a current level of about 250.
The contractors and subcontractors, not AAP personnel, are responsible for
implementing safety, environmental, and security requirements at the AAP.
The role of the AAP personnel is generally to ensure that those requirements are
adequately implemented by contractor or subcontractor personnel. The DCMC
routinely provides those types of CAS services in contracts that it administers
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and is able to perform the necessary CAS functions in those areas at the AAP.
The DCMC can draw on a large pool of specialists and bring necessary
resources to prevent potential problem areas.
Many AAP personnel perform both CAS and non-CAS functions. The prior
AAP study concluded that separating the CAS functions and assigning them to
the DCMC would increase overall DoD staffing. However, the additional
staffing determination assumed that overlapping or duplicating functions by
Army and DCMC personnel would occur if AAP CAS were transferred to the
DCMC. A detailed personnel staffing assessment was not made. The report on
the prior AAP study states, "In the event that AAP CAS is transferred to
DCMC, actual resource and personnel transfers would need to be further
studied and negotiated."
Overlapping or duplicating of effort will not necessarily occur if the DCMC is
delegated AAP CAS. In fact, the objective of the consolidation is to avoid the
present situation of multiple organizations providing CAS. There is obvious
duplication in the present arrangement that cannot be avoided while
consolidation, if properly implemented, can ensure an efficient and effective use
of resources. Some of the AAP CAS requirements may be satisfied on a mobile
basis rather than a resident basis simply because of the large number and
dispersal of DCMC offices. Moreover, the DCMC has centralized some CAS
specialties, such as insurance and pension and electronic data processing
reviews, and those services would be available to the AAP on a mobile basis.
Improved Efficiency Through CAS Delegation. In addition to the overriding
reasons cited earlier for delegating all DoD CAS to the DCMC, several specific
reasons support transfer of CAS from the AAP to the DCMC.
o The DCMC has the capability to perform the CAS effectively. The
prior AAP study acknowledged that the DCMC is able to perform CAS for the
AAP, without loss in coverage or service.
o The DCMC also currently has the capability to provide several
services, which the AAP considered to be non-CAS and unique to the AAP.
Representatives of the DCMC stated that they routinely employ personnel who
perform functions involved with security, safety, traffic management,
engineering, and ammunition quality control.
o Representatives of the DCMC indicated that they may be able to
satisfy many of the required CAS on a nonresident basis by use of their existing
field offices. Therefore, economies could be realized through staff reductions
by transferring CAS to the DCMC.

U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research
Office of Naval Research Mission and Composition. The mission of the
ONR is to provide leadership to the Navy's research program and management
and direction for all research, development, test, and evaluation conducted by
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the ONR. Also, the ONR is responsible for providing overall management and
direction to the Navy's Patent Program, controlling the Navy Research
Development and Evaluation budget, acting as the Navy focal point for
worldwide research information, and conducting the contract management
program at educational institutions in support of all Federal agencies.
Regarding contract management, the ONR is responsible for conducting grant
and contract administration services (G&CAS) for its own grants and contracts
and those awarded to educational institutions by the Army, Navy, Air Force,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Energy, and
other Federal agencies. The ONR currently performs those administration
functions because over the years, it developed a unique expertise in dealing with
educational institutions and non-profit organizations.
The ONR carries out its G&CAS responsibilities through its University Business
Affairs Division established solely for that purpose. The division employs
about 76 field personnel situated in 5 regional offices and several small branch
offices. The field office staffs consist primarily of contract administrators,
grant specialists, procurement technicians, and administrative support personnel.
Also, 9 University Business Affairs personnel are at the headquarters office in
Ballston, Virginia. A list of the personnel assigned to each of the offices is in
Appendix D. Five headquarters employees negotiate indirect cost rates for
educational institutions and non-profit organizations. The remaining
headquarters employees manage the field offices.
ONR Retention of G&CAS. The ONR believes that it should retain G&CAS
for grants and contracts awarded to educational institutions and non-profit
organizations because ONR personnel are knowledgeable of the regulations
developed specifically for those entities; ONR personnel know the systems those
institutions and organizations maintain; all ONR efforts deal with educational
institutions and non-profit organizations, and ONR believes its customers are
satisfied with its work.
Those reasons were the basis for ONR conducting G&CAS even after the
DCMC was established as a single DoD contract administration organization.
This authority for conducting G&CAS is formally recognized in the Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203 (a)(i)(B) in which
allowance is made for DoD activities to continue to administer contracts for
research and development with universities. Nevertheless, our evaluation
showed that streamlining and downsizing actions have changed the way in
which the ONR provides G&CAS. The unique expertise arguments of the past
are no longer pertinent.
The ONR no longer maintains on-site offices at the institutions and
organizations that it serves. Most of its efforts are spent in performing noncomplex, routine tasks, such as processing payment requests, closing grants and
contracts, and performing occasional purchasing system and property control
reviews of universities. The DCMC routinely performs all of these functions.
Efficiencies in Delegating G&CAS. What follows are other reasons that
support the transfer of CAS from the ONR to the DCMC.
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o Representatives of the ONR acknowledged that the DCMC could
perform the G&CAS being performed by the ONR. They are concerned,
however, about the time required for the DCMC to become knowledgeable of
operations of educational institutions and non-profit organizations and that when
overall workload is particularly heavy, those entities might receive inadequate
attention.
o The purchasing system reviews conducted by the ONR should
decrease significantly due to the review requirement threshold revision from $10
to $25 million. Moreover, those reviews often duplicate coverage of
universities by independent public accountant audits performed in accordance
with the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of
Institutions of Higher Education and Other Non-Profit Institutions." Circular
A-133 audits are required to cover the universities' purchasing and property
control systems.
o The ONR does not maintain an on-site presence at the institutions and
organizations over which it has G&CAS cognizance. It operates from five
regional offices and several small branch offices. The DCMC maintains about
80 major CAS offices and various operating locations within those offices,
which are dispersed throughout the United States. As a result of DCMC
maintaining significantly more field offices than ONR, the DCMC should be
able to reduce travel costs and review time in the performance of field reviews
of the institutions over which the ONR presently has CAS cognizance.
o The DCMC would likely streamline the G&CAS currently being
conducted by the ONR. Of particular concern are the areas in which the ONR
regional offices seem to expend most of their time such as processing payment
requests and closing grants and contracts awarded to many low-risk educational
institutions and non-profit organizations. Further, reliance on grantee and
contractor systems and Defense Finance and Accounting Service review efforts
should substantially reduce the time currently spent for the payment request
review function.
The ONR personnel do not perform any unique non-CAS functions. The ONR
has established regional offices and a headquarters staff that are solely dedicated
to G&CAS. This structure allows a ready determination of the numbers of
people conducting G&CAS functions and should facilitate the determination of
DCMC staffing requirements.

The U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and
Repair
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair Mission. The SUPSHIP
has a two-fold mission: to be the technical, business, and contractual on-site
agent for the Naval Sea Systems Command and to be the DoD Designated
Contract Administrator for shipbuilding and ship repair contracts. The Navy
requires real-time technical, programmatic, and contractual responsiveness in
shipbuilding and ship repair to accommodate emergent fleet requirements,
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growth, new work, changes, safety, environmental issues, and integrated
logistics support to ensure fleet readiness. Therefore, during 1996, the Navy
maintained 12 SUPSHIP offices that employed about 2,400 civilians. A list of
the SUPSHIP staffing assigned to each of the offices is in Appendix E. The
staffing is expected to be further reduced to 9 SUPSHIP and 2,300 employees
during 1997.
The SUPSHIP performs one-stop services for its customers. It is involved with
planning requirements; contracting; contract administration; technical, logistics,
and crew support; and testing and sea trials. These functions are much broader
than CAS, which are estimated to comprise about 40 percent of the SUPSHIP
functions. The Navy believes the SUPSHIP integrated CAS and non-CAS
operation is efficient and effective.
Navy Justification for Retaining SUPSHIP CAS. The earlier SUPSHIP
studies concluded and the current position of the Navy is that the Navy should
retain SUPSHIP CAS for several reasons. The most significant reasons are that
the SUPSHIP consists primarily of field technical and engineering activities
with CAS functions representing only about 40 percent of the total SUPSHIP
operations; the same personnel often accomplish CAS and non-CAS functions,
and separation of the functions would not result in a more cost-effective or
operationally responsive organization; and significant risk to successful mission
performance for both CAS and non-CAS functions would result if SUPSHIP
responsibilities were divided.
After reviewing the SUPSHIP offices, we concluded that the 40-percent CAS
estimate is reasonable. However, we question the conclusion resulting from the
prior studies that separation of CAS functions from SUPSHIP personnel would
not result in a more cost-effective organization. That conclusion was a
judgmental determination based on the premise that separating the CAS and
non-CAS functions from the individuals now performing those functions would
be difficult and would probably result in duplicating or overlapping effort. The
Navy and DCMC team members who participated in the studies discussed in
detail each function performed by the SUPSHIP and designated those functions
as CAS, delegable CAS, or non-CAS. Supporting analysis showed that the
study team members could not always agree which designations were proper.
In fact, the 1992 report on the SUPSHIP study stated, "Should a decision be
made to transfer SUPSHIP CAS to DCMC, a detailed site-by-site resource and
workload assessment must be performed." We agree that further analysis would
be required. Successful performance of both CAS and non-CAS functions
would not be impeded if SUPSHIP responsibilities were divided. The DCMC
has been administering major contracts throughout the DoD without negatively
affecting mission performance and often with on-site program manager
representatives.
Potential for Delegation of SUPSHIP CAS. We visited six SUPSHIP offices
to evaluate their operations and missions. We also visited several types of
DCMC CAS offices: a large resident office, the DCMC Aircraft Program
Management Office, and the DCMC field office that administers the Military
Sealift Command operational contracts. Representatives of the DCMC said that
those offices were performing CAS functions similar to the normal CAS
functions the SUPSHIP offices conducted.
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The resident DCMC office is organized into three primary groups: the
Technical Assessment Group, Management Support Group, and Operations
Group. The Technical Assessment Group consists mainly of a 19-person
Business Finance Team involved with overseeing contractor safety procedures,
conducting contractor purchasing system and property control reviews, and
negotiating forward pricing and final overhead rates. The Management Support
Group is a 10-person office that provides budget, automation, and travel
support. The Operations Group of about 60 personnel is organized around
major program customers. This group employs administrative contracting
officers, contract specialists, cost/price analysts, engineers, management
analysts, and quality assurance specialists. The group works closely with its
program offices, with the largest program employing about 60 on-site
personnel.
While the DCMC has had limited involvement with shipbuilding (see the
discussion below on DCMC administration responsibilities regarding several
Military Sealift Command ships), it could readily assimilate the knowledge and
expertise needed to address the unique CAS complexities of the shipbuilding
industry. The DCMC employees had to become familiar with similar
complexities when administering contracts for building aircraft and satellites.
Personnel believe that those types of contracts are at least as complicated as
shipbuilding and similarly involve substantial funding. Not only did the DCMC
representatives indicate that they could perform the contract administration
required for the SUPSHIP, but they also emphasized that one current DCMC
initiative is increased involvement with its customers and use of the flexibility
available within the acquisition regulations to provide as many services to its
customers as practicable.
The DCMC established the Aircraft Plant Maintenance Office in February 1988
for a 3-year test. It became a contract administration office in December 1992
and today operates as an informal center of excellence within the DCMC for
aircraft maintenance contracts. The Aircraft Plant Maintenance Office has a
headquarters office in Marietta, Georgia, and 12 field offices. About 95 people
provide acquisition and business strategy support and administration to DoD
customers for aircraft overhaul, maintenance, repair, modification, and logistics
support contracts. Similar to the SUPSHIP, the aircraft plant maintenance
offices deal with a unique, mission-critical, high-dollar value product that needs
continuing technical support and focus on timely delivery. The primary
difference between the SUPSHIP and these aircraft maintenance offices is the
greater reliance that the Aircraft Plant Maintenance Office places on contractor
systems and contract terms and conditions to ensure that contractors adequately
perform. The DCMC emphasizes more of an oversight approach to CAS and
holds the contractor responsible for complying with the contract requirements.
The DCMC office that conducts some contract administration for the Military
Sealift Command is located at the Picatinny Arsenal. That office is
administering a contract that the Naval Sea Systems Command awarded for
delivery of five newly converted large, medium speed, roll on/roll off ships to
the Military Sealift Command. The ships are Government-owned, civilianoperated vessels that conduct strategic airlift for the U.S. Army. The Military
Sealift Command and the DCMC entered into a memorandum of agreement that
defines the functions and responsibilities of each organization with respect to
administering the contract. On October 13, 1995, the Military Sealift
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Command issued a letter of delegation assigning CAS responsibility to the
DCMC. The DCMC hired five technical people to support this contract, and its
representatives stated that this contract is the first of its type that has been
delegated to DCMC for contract administration.
From reviews of the DCMC offices discussed above, we determined that the
DCMC is able to conduct the types of CAS the SUPSHIP provides. Our
reviews and discussions with DCMC headquarters representatives convinced us
that the SUPSHIP CAS requirements are not unique when compared to those of
other major DoD organizations whose contracts the DCMC administers.
Several other specific reasons support transfer of the SUPSHIP CAS function to
the DCMC.
o The prior studies concluded and we concur that SUPSHIP CAS
functions can be separated from non-CAS functions.
o The DCMC already performs complex CAS functions for DoD,
including functions similar to those that would be expected with transfer of
SUPSHIP CAS to the DCMC. Therefore, a transfer would not pose any
insurmountable problems provided adequate resources were transferred with the
delegation authority.
o Several large DCMC offices are presently assigned CAS
responsibilities and are collocated with large program office staffs, a condition
that would exist with the transfer of SUPSHIP CAS to the DCMC.
According to DCMC representatives regarding several CAS functions being
performed by the SUPSHIP, the SUPSHIP offices may be doing more than
what would be required of an independent CAS office. For example, the
SUPSHIP has personnel assigned to functions, such as ordering, tracking, and
receiving selective materials for the construction and repair of Navy ships. The
DCMC representatives said that those types of functions are normally contract
requirements in the contracts that DCMC administers. Also, the SUPSHIP was
performing extensive reviews of engineering drawings. The DCMC
representatives also indicated that the DCMC CAS policies emphasize the need
to conduct limited engineering drawing reviews and to concentrate on the
adequacy of the contractor's system, which emphasizes reliance on the
contractor to provide the services. A fresh look at the SUPSHIP CAS
requirements by the DCMC would potentially further streamline CAS functions
that the SUPSHIP presently conducts.
Contracting Officer Independence. Because of the strong management roles
taken by the IOC over the AAP and by the Naval Sea Systems Command over
the SUPSHIP, there is potential for influence on contracting officer decisions
and associated contract performance.
A key element of independence is freedom from personal and organizational
impairments. Administrative contracting officers must be independent of the
contractors they have cognizance over and the customers to whom they provide
services. The IOC and the Naval Sea Systems Command are major commands
heavily involved with buying responsibilities, while also being responsible for
some specific contract administration functions and for overseeing on-site
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contract administration. In our opinion, there is an inherent potential conflict of
interest in having the procuring and administrative contracting officers in the
same command. Officials with both of these responsibilities may not be
independent with regard to judgments affecting their department's programs.
Shifting the responsibility for contract administration decisions from officials
who could be influenced by program or other buying command personnel would
provide the checks and balances necessary to resolve real or perceived conflicts
of interest. Not only must the CAS organization be independent in fact, but it
must also be viewed as independent and impartial by key parties, including the
Congress and the general public.

Summary
The AAP, ONR, and SUPSHIP retained contract administration responsibilities
even after the establishment of the DCMC as a single consolidated DoD contract
administration organization. The DCMC is fully capable of performing the
CAS required for these three components, including some non-CAS duties
believed to be unique to each. The failure to delegate the contract
administration responsibilities to the DCMC has prevented the DoD from
realizing the economies of scale envisioned with the establishment of the
DCMC. Delegation of AAP, ONR, and SUPSHIP contract administration
responsibilities to the DCMC would increase efficiencies and could result in
reduced staffing artd operation costs. Fewer regulations, personnel dedicated
solely to contract administration, greater independence and consistency in
decision making, one contract administration face to industry, and improved
uniformity and expediency in implementing acquisition reforms would also
result. Transfer of AAP, ONR, and SUPSHIP contract administration
responsibilities to the DCMC would additionally allow for an independent, fresh
look at the processes in place and provide the potential for further streamlining
opportunities. Providing some contract administration services to the AAP on a
non-resident basis, conducting fewer engineering drawing reviews, and
contracting out the material and other parts acquisitions performed by the
SUPSHIP are examples of potential streamlining that should be considered. We
have presented various reasons that support transfer of additional contract
administration responsibilities to the DCMC. However, in order to more
adequately determine the cost-effectiveness of the transfers, we believe that
additional studies are preferable before a decision is made on the transfer.

Management Comments on the Finding and Evaluation
Response
Management Comments. Each of the organizations that commented on the
report emphasized that the evaluation did not demonstrate the cost savings
and/or benefits to be realized by transferring CAS responsibilities to the
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DCMC. The Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform)
responded that the evaluation lacks supporting analysis and critical examination
of the effects such transfers would have on the organizations and their
customers. The Acting Deputy Under Secretary further stated that a full
analysis of the recommended changes was needed before a final decision could
be made.
Evaluation Response. Our tasking from the Deputy Secretary of Defense was
to identify opportunities for process improvement of the DCMC mission,
operation, and organizational structure. We did not attempt to perform the
detailed and lengthy analysis required to determine exactly how many of the
present resources could or should be reassigned to the DCMC. Such an analysis
was beyond the scope and resources of our evaluation. The underlying premise
of our tasking, as stated in the DLA comments on our report, is that "CAS
function consolidations have historically proven to save costs," and we found no
convincing evidence to the contrary during our review. Nevertheless, we fully
agree with the Acting Deputy Under Secretary that analyses of the economic
effects will better substantiate a final decision on the transfer of CAS
responsibilities to the DCMC. We, therefore, revised the final report and
recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
initiate the required analyses.

Recommendations, Management Comments, and Evaluation
Response
Deleted and New Recommendations. As a result of management comments,
we deleted draft report Recommendation 1. for the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition and Technology to direct the Defense Acquisition Regulation
Council to eliminate Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
242.203(a)(i)(B). The Supplement authorizes DoD Components, to include the
ONR, to retain contract administration of contracts for research and
development with universities. Eliminating the authorization should be
reconsidered if further analyses determine that ONR grant and contract
administration responsibilities should be transferred to the DCMC. We also
deleted draft Recommendations 2. and 3. regarding the transfer of additional
contract administration responsibilities to the DCMC pending an in-depth cost
benefits analysis.
We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology charter a joint executive-level review of the effectiveness of
consolidating contract administration responsibilities of the U.S. Army
Ammunition Plants; the Office of Naval Research; and the U.S. Navy
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair in the Defense Contract
Management Command. Because of the unique differences of each
organization, separate process action teams should be established to
perform the analysis of each organization. Team members should include
representatives of the Office of the Secretary of Defense; the Office of the
Inspector General, DoD; the organizations being analyzed, and the Defense
Contract Management Command.
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Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology Comments.
The Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform)
nonconcurred with the draft report, emphasizing that the Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203(a)(i)(B) authorizes all DoD
organizations, not just ONR, to retain administration of research and
development contracts with universities. Therefore, elimination of that
provision should not be made, unless it is determined that there would be no
effect on DoD organizations other than ONR. Management also stated that the
decision for the transfers should not be based on whether the DCMC is capable
of performing the required contract administration services or whether the
arguments for transfer of the additional contract administration responsibilities
to the DCMC are persuasive. The decision should be based on supporting
analyses and critical examination of the effects such transfers would have on the
organizations and their customers. Absent that level of review and
documentation, management cannot concur with the recommended transfer.
Instead, the Acting Deputy Under Secretary recommended that full analyses of
the proposed changes be accomplished before issuance of our final report.
Evaluation Response. We consider management comments responsive. As a
result of the comments, we deleted the draft report recommendation to eliminate
the Defense Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203(a)(i)(B). The
recommendation was based on the premise that ONR is the only DoD
organization that conducts DoD grant and contract administration for research
and development contracts with universities. Accordingly, implementation of
our recommendation to transfer ONR grant and contract administration
responsibilities to the DCMC would necessitate elimination of the regulation
authorizing DoD organizations other than DCMC to retain those
responsibilities. We believe, however, that the continuing need for the Defense
Acquisition Regulation Supplement provision should be reexamined if additional
analyses result in a decision that ONR grant and contract administration
responsibilities should be transferred to the DCMC.
We understand management's reservations in not transfering contract
administration services in the absence of detailed cost benefit and mission
effects documentation. In our planning process for this evaluation, we
considered conducting such an analysis. However, we determined that the
analysis was beyond the scope of the evaluation requested by the Deputy
Secretary of Defense. Further, we believed that the resources required to
conduct such an analysis could be cost prohibitive and might not be necessary to
decide on the appropriateness of the transfers. We based our decisions on the
fact that the prior studies at the AAP and SUPSHIP resulted in CAS retention
decisions, even though the prior studies did not produce detailed supporting
documentation on cost benefits related to retention of contract administration
services by the AAP or the SUPSHIP.
For example, the 1992 report on the SUPSHIP functions indicated that the Navy
and DLA representatives could not always agree on whether certain functions
were contract administration or non-contract administration services. The report
also emphasized that a detailed site-by-site resource workload assessment would
have to be performed if the decision was made that SUPSHIP contract
administration responsibilities were to be transferred to the DCMC. The prior
studies concluded that since contract administration and non-contract
administration functions were often performed by the same personnel, it would
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not be cost-effective to separate the contract administration functions and assign
them to the DCMC. Also, there are many ways in which cost-benefit analyses
can be conducted, and any one could be subject to scrutiny by the Services.
We maintain that the advantages of centralization are sufficient to warrant the
recommended transfers and that in the long run, the recommended transfers will
benefit the DoD. Such streamlining is in keeping with the objectives of the
National Performance Review. However, we agree that a full analysis of the
recommended changes will lend substantial credibility to implementation of the
recommendations. Therefore, we revised the final report recommendation to
establish separate process action teams to perform the analysis of each of the
affected organizations. We do not agree that delaying issuance of our final
report until completion of the full analysis is appropriate.
We request that the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
provide comments on the final report to include milestones for initiating and
completing the recommended analyses.
Army Comments. The Army did not specifically concur or nonconcur with the
draft report recommendation to transfer AAP contract administration
responsibilities to the DCMC. The Army believes that our evaluation has merit,
but that the conclusions regarding the AAP are unsupported and that the draft
recommendations are premature. There is no evidence to support that changes
since the 1990 study of the AAP have invalidated the results of the previous
study. Before attempting to transfer the contract administration responsibilities
of the AAP to the DCMC, the subject should be jointly studied again.
Navy Comments. The Navy nonconcurred with the recommendation for
elimination of the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation provision that waives
the mandatory assignment of contract administration services to the DCMC.
The Navy stated that the ONR does not use this exception as the basis for
conducting its administration of university research and development contracts.
The provision was developed in recognition of the fact that DoD commands
may have valid reasons to retain administration of their own research and
development awards with universities. The Navy believes that the entire DoD
contracting community should be consulted before eliminating the provision.
Regarding the draft report recommendation for transfer of contract
administration responsibilities of the ONR and SUPSHIP, the Navy referred to
contract administration retention decisions made as a result of earlier studies and
determinations. The Navy believes that no new information has been presented
to substantiate changes to the earlier decisions. The Navy also submitted
various rebuttals to discussions in the draft report that supported the transfer of
contract administration responsibilities to the DCMC.
Defense Logistics Agency Comments. The DLA acknowledged that
consolidations of contract administration services have historically proven to
avoid costs. However, DLA also stated that the draft report lacked the detailed
analysis of benefits to be gained by all parties involved. DLA believes that
conducting the CAS responsibilities currently retained by the AAP, ONR, or
SUPSHIP CAS will not provide any significant opportunity for cost benefits.
DLA also emphasized that the DCMC was not involved in the evaluation and
that it has been some time since DLA looked at the feasibility of consolidating
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those organizations within the DCMC. In conclusion, the DLA recommended
that a full cost-benefit analysis be performed to support the recommendations.
Evaluation Response. We believe that our revised recommendation and our
response to comments from the Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition Reform) adequately address the Army, Navy, and DLA comments.
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Appendix A. Evaluation Process
Scope and Methodology
We reviewed mission statements, operations, organizational structures, and
alignments of the AAP, the ONR, and the SUPSHIP. We also evaluated the
reasons addressed in prior reports and reasons the Army and Navy presented for
their continued retention of CAS responsibilities for the AAP, the ONR, and the
SUPSHIP.
We reviewed DCMC offices performing CAS functions similar to those retained
by the organizations under review. We held discussions with contractor
officials and other DoD agency representatives to determine their reactions to
the possible transfer of CAS responsibilities and any obvious effect on their
operations, especially as related to the many recent DoD acquisition
improvement initiatives.
We interviewed DoD administrative and procurement contracting officers and
specialists in the areas of grants, quality assurance, logistics management, the
environment, safety, and security. We also interviewed planners, program
management officials, engineers, auditors, and accountants.
The DCMC was established to have one centralized CAS organization for all of
DoD to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of DoD CAS operations while
reducing staffing requirements and lowering costs related to CAS. We believe
that those results have occurred with the establishment of the DCMC and that
similar results will occur with the additional centralization of CAS for the AAP,
the ONR, and the SUPSHIP. Accordingly, we believe that the organizations
under review should be tasked with presenting convincing data or arguments to
justify that their CAS responsibilities should not be delegated to the DCMC. <•
We, therefore, limited our review to the DCMC offices stated above.
We did not believe it necessary to review all functions performed and the time
spent on the functions by each employee of the organizations under review and
then to estimate whether delegating identified CAS functions to the DCMC
would increase or decrease staffing for each office. This type of detailed review
was discussed during past studies but never performed. That decision, as well
as our own, considered the amount of time and cost that would be involved with
such a study and the subjectivity concerning any of the related conclusions. In
the prior studies, agreements could not be consistently reached as to whether
certain functions performed were CAS or non-CAS.
We visited or contacted individuals and organizations within DoD and several
contractors familiar with the department's contract administration
responsibilities.
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AAP
When the DCMC was established in 1990, a joint DLA/Army Study Team was
formed in accordance with DMRD 916 to reevaluate the earlier Joint Office of
the Secretary/DoD Task Force recommendation to exclude the AAP from the
DCMC. The study team's objectives were to identify those CAS functions that
the AAP performs and to review the feasibility of consolidating the CAS
functions within the DCMC. That study showed that more than half of the
AAP workload is non-CAS related. The study team also found the CAS and
non-CAS functions performed at the AAP were so intertwined they could not be
easily separated. The study confirmed the appropriateness of the earlier
determination that the fully integrated management process over the
development, production, inventory management, and delivery of ammunition
was effective. The study further concluded that the AAP CAS transfer would
neither enhance readiness nor effect cost avoidances. The prevalent situation of
one buying office, one contract, and one contractor per plant minimizes
monetary benefits in the view of previous studies. As a result of those
determinations, the Army would retain the responsibility for AAP CAS.

ONR
Since its inception in 1946, various studies regarding the ONR conduct of
G&CAS contributed to changes in ONR structures and locations. However, no
specific studies were conducted to determine whether the ONR should transfer
its G&CAS function to the DCMC.

SUPSHIP
Also at the time of the establishment of the DCMC in 1990, a joint DLA/Navy
Study Team was formed to reevaluate the earlier Joint Office of the Secretary of
Defense/DoD Task Force recommendation to exclude SUPSHIP CAS from the
DCMC. The initial recommendation was made because the SUPSHIP was
considered to involve primarily field technical and engineering activities that
participated in the solicitation and award of ship overhaul and repair contracts to
private sector shipyards (procurement contracting officer functions). The
SUPSHIP CAS functions were believed to be minor.
The DLA/Navy study team was tasked with identifying non-CAS functions
being performed by the SUPSHIP and determining the feasibility of
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consolidating the SUPSHIP CAS functions within the DCMC. The 1990 study
concluded that 50 percent or more of the SUPSHIP functions was outside the
mission of the DCMC, the non-CAS functions are not readily severable from
the SUPSHIP non-CAS functions, and transfer of SUPSHIP CAS to the DCMC
would probably increase staffing due to duplication caused by the Navy's need
to retain a presence at contractor facilities to perform non-CAS functions. The
related recommendation was for the Navy to retain full management control of
the SUPSHIP. The Deputy Secretary of Defense decided not to act on the
December 1990 report. He deferred his decision pending further evaluation.
The then Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition), retitled Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Technology, November 1993, established a joint
Office of the Secretary of Defense/DLA/Navy review team to perform the
additional review required by the Deputy Secretary of Defense. That review,
conducted in accordance with Defense Management Review Decision 916,
"Streamlining Contract Management," resulted in a December 1992 report that
contained conclusions similar to the 1990 report. Once again, the
recommendation was for the Navy to retain the SUPSHIP CAS functions.
At the time of the prior studies, 15 SUPSHIP activities employed about 4,600
civilian employees. Due to directed staff reductions caused primarily by
anticipated workload reductions, the staffing level was projected to be reduced
to 2,600 by FY 1997. As indicated in the report, the 1996 staffing of about
2,400 has already slightly bettered that projection.
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Appendix C. Organization and Staffing for the
Army Ammunition Plants
Included in the Army mission of being the Single Manager for Conventional
Ammunition, the U.S. Army Industrial Operations Command is the
responsibility for overseeing the operation of the 21 Government-Owned,
Contractor-Operated Army ammunition plants. The ammunition plants employ
about 250 DoD civilians at 7 active and 14 inactive plants. About 20 military
personnel are also assigned to the active plants. The plants and approximate
staffing follow.
Active Plants
Hawthorne
Holston
Iowa
Lake City
Lone Star
Milan
Radford
Subtotal

Civilian Staffing
36
20
23
26
19
27
27
178

Inactive Plants
Alabama
Badger
Cornhusker
Indiana
Joliet
Kansas
Longhorn/Louisiana
Mississippi
Ravenna
Riverbank
Scranton
Sunflower
Twin Cities
Volunteer
Subtotal

Military Staffing
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
21

1
5
3
5
4
10
15
3
4
4
8
6
4
4
76
254

Total

25
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Appendix D. Organization and Staffing for the
Office of Naval Research
The Office of Naval Research established a separate division, the University
Business Affairs Division, to administer grants and contracts the Office of Naval
Research awarded to universities and nonprofit businesses and those awarded by
other DoD and Federal organizations. The University Business Affairs Division
is staffed with 9 headquarters personnel and 76 field personnel. The assignment
of those positions is shown below.

Headquarters

Staffing

Director's Office
Field Operations Branch
Indirect Costs Branch
Subtotal

2
2
5
9

Regional Offices
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
San Diego
Seattle

14
14
14
14
12
68

Subtotal
Systems Review Branches
Albuquerque
Austin
Boston
Chicago

1
1
5
1
8

Subtotal
Total

26
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Appendix E. Organization and Staffing for the
U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Conversion and Repair
The Supervisor of Shipbuilding offices were established to satisfy a two-fold
mission: to be the technical, business, and contractual on-site agent for the
Naval Sea Systems Command and to be the DoD Designated Contract
Administrator for shipbuilding and ship repair contracts. During 1996, the
Navy maintained 12 Supervisor of Shipbuilding offices and three detachments
within the United States to accomplish that mission. The locations and staffing
positions within those offices follow.

SUPSHIP Office

Staffing

Bath, ME
Charleston, SC
Groton, CT
Jacksonville, FL
Long Beach, CA
New Orleans, LA
*Det Sturgeon Bay
Newport News, VA
Pascagoula, MS
Portsmouth, VA
*Det Colts Neck
Puget Sound, WA
San Diego, CA
*Det Pearl Harbor
San Francisco, CA

225
33
215
140
10
251
10
316
290
330
33
95
401
41
20

Total

2410

* Det - Detachment
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Appendix F. Report Distribution
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform)
Director, Defense Logistics Studies Information Center
Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs)
Director, Defense Procurement

Department of the Army
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition)
Auditor General, Department of the Army

Department of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management and Comptroller)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development, and Acquisition)
Auditor General, Department of the Navy

Department of the Air Force
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition)
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller)
Auditor General, Department of the Air Force

Other Defense Organizations
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
Director, Defense Finance and Accounting Service
Director, Defense Logistics Agency
Commander, Defense Contract Management Command
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Non-Defense Federal Organizations and Individuals
Office of Management and Budget
Technical Information Center, National Security and International Affairs Division,
General Accounting Office
Chairman and ranking minority member of each of the following congressional
committees and subcommittees:
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations
Senate Committee on Armed Services
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
House Committee on Appropriations
House Subcommittee on National Security, Committee on Appropriations
House Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
House Subcommittee on Government Management, Information, and Technology,
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
House Subcommittee on National Security, International Affairs, and Criminal
Justice, Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
House Committee on National Security
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Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition Reform) Comments
OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON
WASHINGTON. DC 20301-3000

D 9 OCT «ST.
»COUUITION AND
TTCHNOLOOY

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL (AUDIT POLICY AND
OVERSIGHT)
THROUGH; DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS AND INTERNAL REPORTS, API
SUBJECT: Draft Evaluation Report on the Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration
Services (Project No. 6OC-9028)

We have reviewed the draft evaluation report dated August 7,1997, subject as above.
We nonconcur with the draft report. Our specific comments are found as an attachment
to this memorandum. The recommendations of the draft report, to transfer contract
administration service responsibility for the U.S. Army Ammunition Plants, the U.S. Navy
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, and the Office of Naval Research to the
Defense Contract Management Command, unfortunately lack supporting analysis and critical
examination of the impacts such a transfer would have on these organizations and their
customers. Absent supporting documentation, we cannot concur with the recommendation to
effect this transfer.
We acknowledge that DMRD 916 established the requirement to streamline the way
DoD conducts the administration of its contracts. We should look at implementing change
when It is prudent in both the short and long run to the interests of the entire DoD and the
Government. We recommend that a full analysis of the proposed change be accomplished
prior to the issuance of the final DoD Inspector General Report.

J$TTW^ ft. fy^c£h-vt^y
Donna S. Richbourg
Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition Reform)
Attachment:
As stated
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Final Report
Reference

RECOMMENDATION 1: Direct the Defenss Acquisition Regulation Council to eliminate the
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) 242.203(a)(i)(B), which
authorizes the Office of Naval Research to retain administration of contracts for research and
development with universities.
RESPONSE: Strongly nonconcur with the recommendation to eliminate the DFARS
242.203(a)(i)(B) provision that authorizes the retention of contract administration for research
and development contracts with universities. This exception authorizes all DoD activities, not
just the Office of Naval Research (ONR), to retain administration of these contracts. Prior to the
elimination of a DFARS provision, we recommend that an evaluation be conducted that
examine« how afl DoD components conduct administration on their contracts for research and
development with universities. Without such supporting data, it is impossible to determine
whether or not we should concur with this recommendation.
Also strongly nonconcur with the recommendation to transfer responsibility for post award
administration of university grants and contracts from the ONR to the Defense Contract
Management Command (DCMC). This is, we understand, part of the intent of recommendation
1, and repeated as part of recommendation 3. DCMC has experience with administering
cooperative agreements and 'other transactions" for advanced research performed by tor-profit
firms and consortia involving for-profit firms. There are, however, significant differences
between those instruments and the grants and contracts, mainly for basic and applied research,
that the ONR administers with universities and non-profit organizations. This is not a question of
DCMC's ability and technical competence to administer university grants and contracts, given
the required specialized training in that function: DCMC has proven itself on numerous
occasions to be able to assume new missions and execute them well. We question the method
of determining that this transfer Is the right thing to do without an analysis of the benefits and
drawbacks that this action would cause. Some specific questions that the report should answer
are:
a. Exactly what savings would the Navy see as a result of the transfer of responsibility,
•specially in the areas of administrative overhead, travel, training and personnel
strength? What is the impact on DCMC in terms of training, personnel resource
aBocabbn, travel and coordination time?
b. What risk management tools were used to make the assessment that the university
grants and contracts are "low risk,* and that the lower level of risk justifies less time
being spent on post award administration than is currently being spent? The analysis
must also include the programmatic impacts of reduced attention to post award
administration.
c. What is the effect on the DoD's research mission, losing of a central point dedicated to
administering university grants and contracts for research and research related
education and training programs, as well as the maintenance of the DoD's partnership
with academic institutions for those purposes.
Without proven savings gained by the transfer of the university grant and contract
administration mission, and an assessment of impacts on the organization« involved and on the
DoD's research programs, we run the risk of making a poor, uninformed decision that is
contrary to the best interests of efficiency and effectiveness in Government.
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Final Report
Reference

Revised

RECOMMENDATION 2: Transfer contract administration responsibility for the U.S. Army
Ammunition Plants from the Army to the Defense Contract Management Command.
RESPONSE: Nonconcur, subject to change with added justification, on the recommendation to
transfer contract administration responsibility for the U.S. Army Ammunition Plants from the
Army to DCMC. This nonconcumsnce is centered on the lack of specific benefits (Appendix F)
identified by this proposed action. The arguments promoting the transfer are persuasive,
except they do not provide empirical data as backup The lack of analysis leaves claims of
decreased staffing and lower administrative costs totally unsupported. As in response to
recommendation 1, we do not take issue with the abilities of DCMC to accomplish the mission.
The issue is that the lack of analysis once again puts a potential action with Department of
Defense wide ramifications into play without any supporting »mpirical rationale For example,
while th« inability to segregate CAS related costs from current operating costs is
understandable, it is a key element of information that must be examined prior to making a final
decision regarding the cost impacts of this proposed measure. Similarly, the lack of study on
the impacts of breaking up a central point of contract and production management for the
Department of Defense's ammunition fails to acknowledge what changes to the existing system
will have on this Army mission. As in the ONR situation, questions regarding personnel
resource allocation, training and overhead should be addressed as part of an organizational
benefit analysis. A comprehensive analysis of the benefits needs to be accomplished prior to
an unqualified concurrence to this proposed finding. As the draft finding stands now, we run the
risk of making an uninformed significant decision with DoD wide impacts.
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Final Report
Reference

RECOMMENDATION 3: Transfer contract administration responsibility for the Office of Naval
Research , and the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, from the
Navy to the Defense Contract Management Command.
RESPONSE: Nonconcur, subject to change with added justification, on the recommendation to
transfer contract administration responsibility for the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Conversion and Repair to DCMC. Our concerns here are identical to those found in our
responses to recommendations 1 and 2. The lack of objective data to support making a
decision of this magnitude is unacceptable. The principle concern we have is cantered on the
lack of specific benefits (Appendix F) identified by this proposed action. This evaluation lacks
hard analysis that examines the costs of implementing this proposal and its effects on the
Department of Defense. This report has no basis upon which to credibly claim that the
Implementation of the recommendation would result m decreased staffing and lower
administrative costs. Concurrence must be withheld until this analysis is complete.
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Department of the Army Comments
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION
103 ARMY PENTAGON
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0103
HW TO
ATTENTION OF

) 4 DCJ mi

SARD-PP
MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL
(AUDITING), INSPECTOR GENERAL,
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, 400 ARMY NAVY
DRIVE, ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA 22202-2884
SUBJECT: Draft Evaluation Report on the Consolidation of DoD Contract
Administration Services (Project No. 6OC-9028)

This responds to your memo of August 7,1997, requesting our comments
concerning this draft report. Our comments relate strictly to those portions
of your report which discuss contract administration services (CAS) at Army
ammunition plants (AAPs).

Revised
Recommendation 2.

Although we believe that your analysis has merit, we think that its
conclusions are, as yet, unsupported and the resulting recommendations
premature. We cannot support your position until this matter has been more
thoroughly reexamined.
As you know, this issue (and numerous related matters) was thoroughly
and painstakingly studied in 1989 by a joint Service/Defense Agency panel of
subject matter experts assembled by the Secretary of Defense solely for that
purpose. It was the studied opinion of this group that CAS at AAPs should
not be transferred to the Defense Contract Management Command (DCMC)-an
organization subsequently created in response to the recommendations of this
same group. We firmly believe that their findings should not be reversed now
based on recommendations from an evaluation process necessarily less
thorough and demanding.
As your report indicates, that study team concluded that the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) lacked personnel with the specialized knowledge and
experience necessary for dealing effectively with this unique and
quite-literally explosive commodity. We are advised that this situation has
not changed. Indeed, whatever resources were available to DLA then, have
undergone a 40% reduction since that time.
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That DoD study team also determined that more than half of AAP
workload involved work that was not CAS-related. Furthermore, it was found
that CAS and non-CAS functions were so inextricably intertwined in the duties of
key personnel that attempting to separate functions for transfer to DCMC would
actually result in the need for additional resources to perform the same
missions subsequently. Consequently, it was concluded that the transfer of
AAP CAS to DCMC would neither enhance readiness nor save money.
We believe that this situation is also unchanged and feel that the draft
report's claim that changes since 1990 "...have invalidated the results of
previous studies..." is unsupported and not convincing.
To be sure, the suggestion that a resource-intensive mission such as AAP
CAS might be transferred outside the Army is certainly appealing . We are
continuously striving to streamline and downsize our operations worldwide.
Moreover, we continue to believe (as was stated in 1989) that this CAS
mission could be performed by others. We also note that the DCMC has clearly
shown great skill in coping with new and challenging responsibilities.
However, as DOD's single item manager for conventional ammunition, the Army
remains accountable for the optimal performance of this mission overall.
Therefore, change simply for the sake of change-change in pursuit of
theoretical and unproven economies-is simply not acceptable.
It must be remembered that the DoD study to which we refer was one of
the most visible and prestigious events commissioned during the Defense
Management Review. Nevertheless, it is possible that changes since 1990 have
invalidated its conclusions. If so, those facts (not clear from either your
draft report or our own day-to-day experience) should be similarly studied
to assess where those changes have taken place and how and to what extent
they may be 6afely, efficiently and effectively exploited in the future.
Before attempting to implement your recommendations, this important subject
should be jointly studied once again.

Edward G. Elgä
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Procurement)
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TW MMTMTT KOmtU» Of THE NAVY
h DMMSBJN am M*MM
Til il sa DC »m».iw»

OCT

8 1997

KEKOSANDtM »OR OFFICE OF TXI IlfS»ECTOR GMCTAL, DEFARTKEST
OF DS*BISZ
Subj I CRAFT (VALUATION »SPORT OK THE COHSOMDATIOW OP BOS
«»TRACT AOHIXISTRATIOH «IRVICSS (PROJECT XO. COC-S03S)

Refi

(a) CODIO nemo of 7 Aug 1»91

■neli CD BOX Response to Draft (valuation Ilaport
I «ii responding to the draft evaluation report prorided by
reference (a) concerning the recommended transfer of contract
administration services responsibility from the Navy to the
Defense Contract Management Command IDCMC). The Havy does not
concur wich toe recommendations contained in the draft report.
The draft report's recommendation to transfer contract
administration responsibility from the U.S. navy supervisors cf
Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair (SUPSHIFS) to the Defense
Contract Manageaent Command (OCHC) runs counter to the findings
of seven previously conducted, independent Department of Defense
(DOD) studies addressing this question. As discussed in detail
In enclosure (1), ehe SUPSHIPs' current integrated CAS/non-CAS
process presents a single face to industry and has proven to be
the meet cost effective, synergistic, resource efficient
approach to managing DoD's shipbuilding and ship repair
contracts.
Similarly, the report's recommendation to transfer the
grants and contract administration ssrvioss responsibility from
the Office of Havel Samearcfc (OXR) to DCMC is not substantiated
by any new information that justifies changing the DoD'a
designated organisation for management and oversight of
fmdvrally-eponsoxad research at educational and non-profit
organisations. OXR'a unique expertise and amparienc« in
administering non-procurement Instruments is not eonduoiva to
integration Into DCMC'e contract-focused organisation, and is an
essential element of OHR'a role in fadaral research
administration policy.
The Department of the Havy positions on these iseues are
further detailed in enclosure 11).
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Subj : DRAFT EVALUATION REPORT ON THE COW8OL.IDATI0N OF DOD
COimiACT ADKISI9TRATION SERVICES (PROJECT NO. 60C-S02B)
Blind copy to:
COMXAV9EASyS COM

ore

KAVIH5GKN
OASN(FMtC)FM0-31
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Final Report
Reference

Department of the Vavy Response
to
DODIC Drift Evaluation Report of Auguat ■), 1»»?
on
Consolidation o£ DoD contract »dminietration Services
gecomaenda,tion li

Deleted

He recommend the under secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology direct the D«i«na« AcquiBicion Regulations Council to
eliminate the Defense Federal AcguiBition Regulation Supplement
a«2;20Jfa><lH»), which authorises the OfficÜ of Haval S.S
to retain »dminiatration of contract» for research and
development with universities.
DOM Poeition,
»on-ooncur. Defense.Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
(DFARS) 242.203 (a) fiMB) Is not «dated to OBR'a authority^r
performance of contract and grant administration. This 0FAK5
eite waives the mandatory assignment of contract »dminiatration
services (CAS) in recognition of the fact that thaza are valid
reaoone why DoD commands may wish to retain administration of
their own research and development award« with universities
COT dpea not use this exception ae the basis for conduceinq it«
administration of university RID contract«.
The entire Do»
contracting cownunity should be consulted before ellnlnatina
3
this subdivision.

ReonnmiinHafcian 3,

Revised

He recommend eh* Ohder Secretary of Del.n.o for Acquisition and
Technology transfer contract adminiatration responsibility for
£?? ?"f^* cf M,val *«eeareh and th« U.S. jravy supervisor of
Shipbuilding, Conversion snd Repair, from the l»evy to the
Dafansa Contract Management Command.
DOK Petition.
Hon-eon=ur. He disagree with both parts of this recommendation
Tjie recommendation encompass«« two separate and distinct Navy
elements, and we provide separate contents on Issues distinctly
applicable to each organiration, below. However, certain Of the
«port•» generalized conclusions can be addressed together.
The first reason given for transferring CAS responsibilities to
^C.i? V^ "iosi"}-=«">lu»ion" argument that since DOffi was
established to provide DoD-wlde CA8, then it should provide all
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DoD-vide CAS. Thie argument was ottered upon th« establishment
of OCHC «id at various tin»« since, »ad hs« bean rejected each
time. Xt doe« not address the merits of the case.
Thie argument is followed by 9 reaaon« that purportedly support
transfer of WS to BCMC. Bach la addressed below;
•

economies of ecale. There is an assumption in thie
reaaon that eon« economies «ill be achieved. However,
none are identified.

•

Similar to 1965'S DCAA audit consolidation. There 16 a
distinguishing difference between theee two situations.
The audit consolidation »ma essential to ensure that a
contractor did not face two differing approaches to the
same problem, depending on the agency it was dealing
with, such is not the case with OUR or SUPSHIP. OUR
already provides 'one face to industry11 for its
constituency, sdueational institutions, SB does BUPSHIP
for its constituency, the shipbuilders.

•

Greater independence and conol^-eney. Kot applicable to
CIR; the University BualneeD Affaire division is
organizationally and functionally separate from other
program and contracting officials.
At SUPSHIPs the
diverse PEO/SYSCOK/Flect responsibility and reporting
structure provides ths appropriate degree of
independence without losing the synergy and senBe of
teamwork essential to accomplishing the complex SUPSHIP
misalon.

•

Bole dedication to CAQ. Wot applicable to on». At
SUPSHIP. their years of experience have revealed that
the integrated CAS/non-CAS operation is the most
efficient, effective twthod of accomplishing the
mission, end this conclusion has been confirmed each
time the issus has been studied.

«

One face to Industry.

•

COtC resources/capability. While OCMC may well have the
ability to learn those aspects of grant and contract
adsiinistration that axs unique to the shipbuilding and
educational institution arenas, this is not a compelling
reason to support the recounended transfer.

See second bullet above.

• Tacilltatlon of acquisition reform. OH* and SUPSHIP are
already implementing a number of acquisition reform
initiatives such as 6PI, Early CAS, Earned Value
Management, Software Surveillance, the Federal
Demonstration Pertnerehip, Ilsetronic Data
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Interfaee/tlactronie Fund! Tranafar and the Presidential
Aeviev Directive working Croup.
•

Facilitation of contract payment proceae
standardization. Tha Havy i» unaware e£ an/ aignificant
problem) With contract payments that could ba ramedled

by cue proposed consolidation.
•

.

ooD CAS regulation streamlining. OHR and SUPSHIP* add no
r-gulation» of their own regarding CAS. CHR's policy
guidance haa evolved to deal with situations that are
encountered in the OSCAS arena unique to dealing with
educational inatltutiona, and SUPSKIP likewise haa
generated guidance on those issues unique to their
narrow line of bualneaa. Contrary to tha report
contention, DCttC's CAS regulations would have to ba
expanded to accomodate thea« entirely new functions.

Details on these and ocber subjects related to each of the two
individual commands concerned are provided below.
nfHre of »aval Raiaarch
Despite the report's conclusion that the unique expertise
aigutisnts of the past are no longer pertinent, OUR etill
possesses a unique expertiee that dnee not axlae elsewhere
within DoD, and OHX is batter suited to continue performing its
GfcOS functions.
The draft report acknowledges that there axe valid reasons
for having CX3 performed by organixetione other than DCHC.
However, it concludes that these valid reasons do not justify
the retention of these reeponaibilitiee in this case. The Navy
doe« not believe chat the DoDiO'a recommendation to transfer
□Mm'a contract adminlatration responsibility to the DCHC will
aecoiepliah the aaaunad benefite (i.e., econoreie» of scale,
conelatent application of acquisition regulations, one contract
administration face to tha contracting coanunity, and
elimination of duplioate regulation» and raanagemenr structures)
for the following reasons:
lranT"ii*B ot acale. The OHR univers'ty grant and contract
•dmi«£«»*tlon organisation ha» spent five years «engineering
nroeeese», installing •atate-of-the-arf technology,
reorganising: ite field office stricture, eliminating layers of
aianagewamt and end-user non-productive processes and
streamlining procedures. The result Is a highly efficient
organisation. ON*. CAS field organization has reduced by 2S1
■ince l»92 with a corresponding productivity increaee of «9t.
cant CAS personnel are generalises, i.e., each person is capable
sf addressing the geaut of contract and grant administration
issues with its veried cult oners. DCHC uses a team approach
with several epecialists assigned to each action. OHR baa five
»eglonal Offices strategically located and staffed to oversee
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its assigned SIT adounistratien miaalon moat cffactivaly.
hag to locations.

DCMC

Underlying statutes and regulations for the defense Industry are
different fro» thoaa for educational institutions. The policies
and procedure« in tha TAR and DFASS that are used to acquire
good« and ■•rvieaa for the direct benefit or use of the
government via procurement contracts do not apply to grants or
other ncmprocurensnt traneaetions. The principal purpose of
grente and other nonpreeurement instrument» ii to transfer a
thing of value to tha recipient to carry out a public purpoaa of
support or Stimulation. Nonproeurement instruments are governed
by the ona eireulara and the DOD Grant and Agreement Regulation a
(D0DGXR8) that cover administrative natters ar.d cost principles
at educational inatltutions. Further, difference! in statutory
requirements, cost principles, property administration and audit
requirements result in significant, varmng» hit«»n «.«—wr«.i.l
contract administration and unlvwraltv nrfn> »"|< onnti-act
laalinlTiir»tlon' It ia mzt possible to employ only one aet of
statutes and regulations to administer university and industry
awards.
One eontrarr srtnUnlsrratinn fact to the emtrtetinn
cownunitv.
Since 1946 the ONR field orgeniration. has been the
one constant on which the university and Federal research
ootonunitlea rely for sound, hands-on expertiee on how federally
•upporced research is conducted on univereity campuaee. This
relationship spltomisoe the «one face* relationship which DoD
Strivao to achieve in ita business dealings vlrh outaide
ecssminitiea. Changing from OKR to DCMC will present an entirely
new face to non-DoD federal agencies and the universlcy research
coenunity. At present, universities Interact with research
organisations familiar with university business and accounting
systems (ON» and KHS are Ute federal cognisant agencies under
0MB circular A-Jl for Indirect eoavt negotiation and audit
resolution) end with the needs of science and technology
research. BCMC expertise Is entirely in the eosnercial defense
industry and with a few nonprofits using FAX coet principles.
«nmlnsMBB of duplicate r«.Qul«rinn. .nc< manarremanr
»tnigturn».
cam add» no additional regulations with regard to
CM. in fact. can. ie the key player in development of fedaral aid* rulee for edminiatratlon of grants (for exasple, QMS
Circular A-110 and DcOQAXE). latent ion of the CAS function at
cm does require a management structure separate from that at
PCHC. However, it should be noted that the OHR CAS organisation
is flat and tha management structure extremely lean. There ie
one supervisory layer between headquarters Ouuiagenent and
working level contract administration personnel. This OKB
structure enhance« direct interaction with DOD and non-OoD
research sponsors.
In addition, significant benefits will be realised by ONK's
retention of ite CAS function. Two notable areas are:
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panntfafinn nt «gmiisjtian reform. ONR is an acknowledged
leader in streamlining oi Pedexal-wlde administration of
university research. Xxamples Include tha Federal Denonatratlon
Partnership (FDP), llactronlc Daca Interchange and Electronic
Funds Tranafar (SDt/IPT), and the Praaidantlal Review Directive
(PRD) Working Group on Ctraiaee in Government/University
Relation*. Through OWR'e leaderahip, the FDP began as the
Florida Dacnonatration Project and now is nationwide With 11
federal agencies and (5 university members. Many changes to the
Federal Government'e policies for research awards flowed from
the »DP. The national Performance Review (NFR) applauded tha
PDP common sec of grant terms and conditions for all aganciea
and cited tha FDP a« a model for reinventing government. The
PRD Working Oreup la an ongoing interagency effort directed by
the president through hie Rational Science and Technology
Council. Ita tasking is to make recommendations for reducing
tha atressas in the Oovemment-tJnlveralty relationship. cam »as
requeeted by the Director, Defense Research and Engineering to
participate because of the totality of ONR involvemtnt and
understanding of the programmatic, funding and administration
•apecta of Federally sponsored research at universities. No
other PRO menber brings this broad perspective of Federal
research to the table.
The types Of acquisition reform leadership OtfX has
demonstrated In the past decade reflect not only the excellence
of ice GfcCAS organization, but also their ability to develop and
execute. In conjunction with OWR leadership, policiea advancing
DoD'a raasareh mission, Separating this function fron UNR would
make it much less likely for euch initiative« to continue In the
future, to the detriment of DoD'e research mieeion.
faMHt.tian of -.ni-TilHarlan of contract payment nraem».
The OHR-develop«d EDI/BFT process v» installed In Defense
Finance Accountino System (5FM) -Charleston Operating Location
when this installation we« designated as the disbursing Office
to pay all Navy university contract and grant vouchers. Bacauee
of aXI/EPT and a DFAS location dedicated to university payments,
there are no unmatched dieburaement problems with Navy
university payments. In 1»»7 the OHR IDI/JFT system waa aelected
to be the OoD system for processing all 6,1 funded invoices for
payment from educational lnstitutione and nonprofit
organization«. Both CM and financial management componente of
OMR continue to partner with DPA3 end the research community to
enhance billing, payment, accounting and other business systems,
processes and operations.
supervisors of Shipbuilding. Conversion anrt Repair (CUPEHIFs)
The lUMIiri provide e aesmless, one stop, totally
integrated approach to managing all faceta of shipbuilding and
ship repair contracts within the Davy. The benefits Of
retaining CAS functions within the SUFSHIFs Include:
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a. The suvMnr« are the independent "eyes and ears" on the
waterfront for th« Aaeistant secretary of the Navy (Research.
Development »ad Acquisition) (ACNOmtA)). They also repressnt
th« Navy's technical, business and contracting positions on-aite
at tha varloue shipbuilding and ship repair yards. The SUPSHIPs
provide one fee« to th« shipbuilding and ship repair industry.
The SUPSHIPs provide conslatency and uniformity in policy and
practices with thla unique, specialized business sector of
shipbuilding and ship repair firms. Transtsr of SUPSHIP CAS
Junctions to DCHC vould result In two faces to industry.
b. The 9U73HIPs are primarily field technical and
engineering activities with CAS aa on« aspect of a broader,
integrated mission. This on-site approach has evolved commensurate with Che unlquB industry that SUPSHIPs overaea and
the fleet custonert they serve. They are uniquely altuated to
manage the integration of various contractor pexeonnel with
ship's force. Shipyard workers, ar.d ether Government personnel
performing Che myriad of activities necessary to ensure an
integrated, oparational, combat rea£- -nd coot effective product
CO Che flast. Additionally, th« SUPSHJPS are experts in dealing
with the ship's crew which remains tboard during maintenance
periods and continuea fee woxlc and train on the ahip as it
undergoes repairs. The ship's crew must accomplish their own
repair package concurrent with the contractor,
C. The SUPSHIP staff haa integrated CAS/non-CAS functions
and tasks aa part of its daily responsibilities. As evidenced
in the prior DoD studies, chess CAS functions are not readily
aeverable from the non-CAS functional
(1) The joint Defense Logistics Agency (DLAI/Vavy
Study of 7 December 1990 conoluded, 'While the SUPSHIPs perform
Contract Administration, it is not readily teverable from the
non-CAS functions assigned to the SUPSHIPs... The team concluded
chat tha functions are so intertwined down to the individual
employ** level, that separation would be extremely difficult."
(2) The joint Office ot secretary of Defense
(0(D)/OLA/iraTy study of "ovamber ISM concluded, the
»performance of CAS is noc readily aeverable from the non-CAS
functions performed by toe SUPSHIPs. Performance of thsoe
specific caaka have been so Integrated that the majority of
assigned personnel perforn both CAS and non-CAS functions aa
part of their daily duties... Additionally, "The separation and
transfer of CAS and delegated CAS functions for both new
construction and repair Is possible but would not result In a
■ore cost effective or operationally responsive organisation."
The team's conclusion was, "There would be aignificant risk to
successful mission performance for both CAS and nen-CAS
functions if SUTSRIPS responsibilities were split."
d. The present combination of CAB «ad non-CAS functions at
SUPSHIPs is Che most cost effective way to administer
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shipbuilding and ship repair contract*. The joint study of
November 19J2 concluded, the 'coat savins* cited in WIRD 916 are
not achievable. Rie transfer would require mora, not lese
resources." Tha OoDIO draft report preaents no evidence that
the situation ha* changed.
*. The SUPGHIP* have expertie* with the numerous Statutes
and regulation* that are unique bo the shipbuilding and ehip
repair industry (see attachment A). They routinely Interlace
with local environmental authorities on ouch issues as disposal
of tfavy and contractor generated hazardous waste, and issues
asaociated with the impact of work on the marine environment.
While SCMC also deals with etatutes and regulatlone for large,
complex projects, those relevant to the waterfront industry era
very different from those for other industries.
f. The SUPSHIPe have downaired and streamlined their
operations and are extremely efficient In performing their CAS
responsibilities. Baaed on the DODIO report, during the period
from 1990 to 1»»7, CCHC downsized by approximately 43«.
However, it should be noted that the SUPGHIPs downsiiad by so%
daring the same period.
g. With their Integration of technical and contractual
capabilities, the SUPBHIPs have the unique and essential ability
to simultaneously handle tha Adminietrative Contracting officer
and Procuring Contracting Officer functions for ship repair
availabilities. The SUPSKIPs perform the engineering work to
define the work package used in cost ship overhaul solicitations
and also award most ship overhaul and rspair contracts. Since
the baseline work package ia ereated up to six months prior to
ccassencemsnt of work and often while the ehip Is deployed or
otherwise at sea, machinery and spaces not fully available for
detailed review oust undergo an "©pan end inspect" upon Starting
overhaul. Here, tha true condition and degree of overhaul
required is discovered, which often results In srees of new
work. The 'open and inspect" process continues throughout th*
overhaul aa pbyeical progress is made through the ship's
systems. The SVPBHlPs must develop specifications, generate
Government eetimatee and negotiate change« with the contractor
la a sole source environment for thle woik on a daily baaie.
Their efforts ensure ship availabilities are completed within
cMt and on schedule to meet mlfeion commitments.
b. Contrary to the DoCtO dreft report concerns,
appropriate contracting independence exists In the Navy's
current system. All of the Havy's shipbuilding project* are
managed by Program ■necuclve Officer* (PBOal , who report
directly to AOVCRSfcA). Tie customer* for ship repair are tha
Fleet and the reepectlve Type Commanders, all of whom report up
tha chain of command to the Chief of «aval Operations. SUPSHIPe
report to the Commander, HAVSEA. An example of SUPSHIPe'
independence ia evidenced by the SUPSHIP generated •Bellringer"
alerte, A ••»llrlnger' addresses lssuss of high vleibility.
Immediate crises, or unusual 'need to know' matters which the
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9UPSHI7B send directly to the Undersecretary of Defense for
Aesfljisitlon and Technology whan condition» warrant.

Trotilwimii'
Based on tha analyeia of the eignlficent rleka and
potential benefits suimaritad above, tha Navy recommends these
DoDIG re-comnendations not ba Issued. The SUPSXI? CAS function»
should not be separated fron tha non-CAS functions, and the
interest of DoD «ill ba best »arvad by retaining at ONK the
OtCAfi function» currently Bain« performed there.
As a final note, a factual correction is required to the
organization and staffing at OKU noted on page 11 Of tha report
and in Appendix D. fine« the DODIO evaluation, the ONK GfcCAE
organization has reduced from »9 to «5 personnel, as shown on
the following page.
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Organization and Staffing for the Office of Naval Research
»JJIBff '

I

0»actor* Offioe
FWd Opt Bianch
indirect Crate Brsncti
Subtotal

^^^^^H

2
2
s
9

Subtotal

14
14
14
14
12
M

Subtotal

4
4

SubtDtai

1
1
1
1
4

Atlanta
Boaton
Chicago
SaiDaoo
SMW»

|8«tton
1

*-<—

Mbuquarqua
AuaCn
Boaton
Chicago

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBV
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Lilting •rKtettalioU «toted to Shipbtiiidiiic «nJ Sfciji Repair
t) II C.K.K. M21.2UI uzc «undnrdi used w define imall birnn« concern«
2)29 C.F.Ilf 701 JV\ lontJhOttnwi'land Harbor M/orkert' Cumpoualion Actand Related
Statutes definhiefut and mt of (emu

3) 1» C.rj(. 11919.13 Shipyard employment
4) 29 CF.K. i 1915.2 Occupational gaiety tnd Hcatth Standard» for Shipyard Employmini
Scope and apnUcmion oftuaptrt (applies to «II ikip rcptirinc «nd shipbuilding)
1) 29 C.F.S. j}l9IS.4 Occupational Safety and Hrtlth Standards tor Shipyard Employment:
definition!
6) J» C.F.R. I.I915JI Occupational Safety and Health Standard! IN Shipyard Employmem:
Start« Precaution and Preearviooo; scope ami application of tuapart (tepiietall la ihip
repairing and thipbwUina)

7)»CF.R. f I»J1S1 Vemilttiooiodprotecdon in welding. cumng.»nd healing
I) 29 CF.R. |I9lli2 F« preveniion
9)J9 C.FJt. «1915.5J Weldinj. cuttini ind heating In «ay of preservative coalings
10) 29 CF.R. 11*15.54 Weldin«. cuum«. ad heating of hallow metal container« and ilrueiurca
tot covend ay 1*15.12
11)29 CF.R. «191iS» Ou weldinf and cultint
12) 29 CF.K. |lti f-tt AK «aldin, and casing
13) 29 CF.R. |19115T Uses orflitionable malarial in chip repairira; and thipbuiidiag
14) 29 CF.K. |I*I5.71 ScsiTolds »riuging

IJ)2» CF.K. »HIJ.Tl udders
loll* CF.K. ljl«|C.7J f;u:mlint cMdeetonMinya tndatls«
17) 29 C.K.K. «1*15.75 Actual" and ktardincol dry ducks «nd manne rjilwoys
II) 19 CF.R. |l*l>.7a Acu>.\ In caf^u »paxsand vuiilmed lepuvuN

•\t: u'liwont \
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10)nCf.R. »1915.77 Wurkin* iurlwj
2(1) J» C.r.M.#l»l*.KI lllMnekccpill||
21)29 C.P.K. »1913.92 Muminjlion
22) 29 CF.K. »1915.93 UHliiio
23) 29 CF.R. f m IM Woik in tennmd er iwUiid ifMcei
24) 2* CF.R. |I9I J.9S Skip rtpsirisg ind shipbuilding work on Of In the vicinity of radtf ind
radio

25)»aF.R.U»15.96 Werkiflorcnlifcboau
3«)2» Cjr.R. §1»13.97 Health ind suiintion
27) I» CF.R. |I915.»8 Fin Aid
21) If CF.R. flf>19.tll Ocarind Equipracnl Tor Rijsins and Mlteriali Hlndlini; Inspection
29) 19 C.F.E. 11915.1)2 Ropo.

CUM

»d lUnp

30) 2» Cf.R. §1915.113 Shackles and nooks
31) 29 CF.R. I19IS.114 Choi« fall» »d pull lifls
22) 29 CFJl. f 1911113 Hoisting and hauling cquipmeri!
33)»CF.R. 11915.1 U Uteof |eu
34)21 CJ.lt 11913,1 ITQualificiiioiaof operators
3S)I9CF.R. H915.11ITables
36)29Cr.lt 11915.131 Ctnerol ptecuuuoni
27) 29 C.FJt. R19IS.132Portable tUctrk mil«
3«) 2» C.F.U. 11915.133 HDnJ !,-,.!,
>9)2»C.KK- 11913.124 Abusive wliccls
41» 2* C.FM. $1915.135 Ciraokr äIIHICü liMcninn in»l*
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41)25 C.K.K. II9I5.IM lolcmal comlwfliim
1

1

«HI»»",

«tlhe» thai »hiB.'jcmiipmcni

1

»2)1» C.F.U. livts.lil Scope »nJ apr "" "* oftubeort («pplici IO ship rctwrint and
inipbuildini)
43)2» CF.R. II9IS.17I Scope ond.pplieaiirn of tubean (tef lin » »hip npiring and
ihipbuuding)
44) 29 CF.R. 11913.111 Electrical circuit« and diitripiuicn boaid»
45)29 CF.R. I1915.IM1 Aibejioi
46)» CF.R. JI924.J0 Shipbuilding ind chip reptmnt
47) 12 C.FJI. |T7ft34 Ertry Rtpiiaioiu far Porttmoulh Novil Shipjirf Pommooth, New
Hampshire
41) U CF.R. Ft O. Sapr.1 H. App«mli« 1 N«iiHul Eminion Studsdi ft* Shipbuilding and
Ship Repair)
440 «• CML H3.7IQ Na»iontl EmiM'ma Siandirdi far ShipbuiMiae aid Ship Repair
50) 40 C.V.1L 1*3.711 National Eminem Sundudi far Shipbuilding and Ship Repair,
Applicability
51)41 CF.R. ISO-2IO General tafely «id hulth «•■d»rd»
32) 41 CF.R. |l01-l0.l«4-2 Categorical »pace delegations
33)41 C.FJI. Jli.M7.104 Industrial properly
54) 4| C.F.R. f 1P.102 Small Butincu Programs: Sbx standards
33) a CJ.R- {19.1«« Satll Bunneu Preetum: Apph'enbiliiy (M nuclear »hip ntpairinduding ovcrhauli tod convenions)
56) 41 CF.R. 123.401 Forciin Acquisition: Policy
Ü7) 4K CF.R. 132.113 CuKomen coniruGl l'iiuncinij
J*l 4M CP.K. #42 JOJ Contract ailminutraliwi luneligns
5«) 4« CK.R. (2MJ02-2 Unusual and «wipcllinc urecney
Ml) 4H (.'.K.K. 1217.7102 Special f/imiraciini; Mv-lhods Mutier AumMcm for Repair ami
.vlun\iaai «f Vesiuls: (icnenil
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Al) 4» CF.lt. Ij7.32.lin Ducrirttwri eTeartncr fiiKiiwirii; iin-ihmla«.pm^o payments, based on
ncrecnltge nr Miiyi: of ccimploVum m euiheriai.il only lor timlnicii lor unulruciiori Shipbuilding
and «hip cmvcniun. alteration, or repiir)
62) 41 C.r & JIS3.204.70 DD For« 350. Individual Cor.ir.eunc Aetion Report
43)44 C.F.I*. fO2.I02 Oewripiiofi afbunna flnencmj mcthodl
64) 44 C.FJl. 9)217.7000 Sp«'»' Connecting Methods: Fixed Price Comr*en far Vewel
Repair, Attention, or Convcnion: ClauKi
(5) «ICF.R. $1257-217-73 Impcrlrooiodmumerofdoing wait
M) 41 CF.R. $1 J0*.I04-7ü Prcewerd nnryi far ihip eemeiruetion, ship tliaruioe, ad ship
repair
67) 48 CF.R. J13I7.706I Special Contruline, Method«; Contract» for Ship Construction, Ship
Alter»»ion, end Ship Repair Solicitation provisions arxl contract clwKi
41) a CF.R. ÜI3J2.1M Description, of contract firaocmg method«
69) M CF.R. {USU17-90 Inspection and mannar of deiaf. .wrk

70) 4« CF.R. |13S2 J17-H Liability ud inJSTtnce
71) 41 CF.R. {1352.217-** Ocpanmca of Liber Occupational Sstay and Health Standard* for
Skip Repairing
72)4« C.F JL 11352.217-117 Cha*»ee Ship repair
73) 40 C.F.K. »13SJJ17-10» Defeuh-Ship repair
74)40 CF.K. 1I5J2.2I7.1W Insurance rteturementi
75) 41 CF.R. S5J4J.105-»* Adjustment« to pricea under thipbuilding contracu
76) 4R CF.R. SSMJ.1I5-» 1 Contract Moeifiotions; delinitrartf
77) 4H CK.W. $5743.105.« Ciinirari Modiflcatioru: tollclLukin provi»inn mi cunlrai clause
7«)a* C.K.K. «5253.243-WWt Notification ufapplicrtiliiy of 10 U S.C. »all}
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Lkline «rülalatH Halaline. Snlety l» Sfciph-jaMia« »«d Skip U«p»ir
to U.8.C. 12307(c) Contract liiuincmg: certain Navy contract»
10 U.8.C. |2405 Limitation on adjustment of shipbuilding cooincts
10 UJ.C. |U}4 (•)()) Miieallaneou» limiietioo» on tfic proeuremeru ol'geudt oilier lhan Untied
Slates ooode. Component» for navel vcaals
10 US.C |72»1 Clmifieaiion
10 U.S.C. §72« Naming
10 U.S.C. {7204 Sucpcacion ofcorutnietion in COM of truly
10 U-S.C. |7207 Changing category or type: limitations (naval veoels)
10 US.C. §72» Contracts applicability of Wahh-Healey Act
10 U-S.C|72Ma CoatNctiaa of comtnam and Eicon

VCJMU

ind JBigiuoom of rend projects

10 VSC. {7304 Examination of vcseclt: striking vetiels from Nivtl Vowel Regiiter
10 VS.C. |7MS Vend« iliickcn rrom Newel Voew) Register: Mit
10 U.S.C. |73M Traufe by lift or ouWrwiae, authorization, maintenance, con. notice
10 V&.C |7M7 Dispaul to foreign utio«
10 VS.C. |7M0 Chief of Nsral Optmionc-cenificition »quired lor disposal of combatant
vessel ■

10 U.5.C. |7J0» Comuuction of vends in foreign jhipyirdj; prohibition
10 UiC. |73I0 Overhaul, repair etc. af VMMU in fixiert» shipyards: mtrieiionc
10 VSJC. f73ll Repair or maintcmnce of naval vcsicls; handling ofrasnrdous waste
10 DiC. f 7311 Ship overhaul »orb: availability of appropriations far unusual coil nvoruiu
aaal for cranacs in the scone of work (competition between ornate and public ahipyanli)
IP U-S.C. }73I4 Overturn! ol'ruvji vcxvli: competition between public and private shipyard»
10 V J»X. 17342 Ac*nn»ilü»n and tranaicr of vcmcls and wieinnici.l

n U-S.C. |Vtt cf tt«. UwplK>reMNl I but« Warben' Compciisiiiiai
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
HEADQUARTERS
8725 JOHN J. KINGMAN ROAD, SUITE 2533
FT. BELVOIR, VIRGINIA 22060-6221

8 OCT 1997
V REPLY
REFER TO

DDAI

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SUBJECT' Draft Report on Consolidation of DoD Contract
Administration Services (Project No. 60C-9028)
This is in response to your August 7, 1997, subject draft
report. For any questions, call Dave Stumpf, 767-6266.

STEIN
(Acting), Internal Review

Encl

cc:
AQBE
AQBF

a

ftd«« R.cycWig *«*"* t^ '™M °"
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SUBJECT: Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration Services (Project 6OC-9028)
FINDING: Delegation of DoD Contract Administration Services to the Defense Contract
Management Command.
The Army Ammunition Plant (AAP), the Office of Naval Research (ONR), and the U. S. Navy
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair (SUPSHIP), with the assistance of their
headquarters offices, currently retain CAS responsibilities, even though the DCMC can provide
those services. This condition exists because prior studies of the SUPSHIP and AAP concluded
it was more economical and provided greater control not to separate contract administration
functions from the overall operations of the organizations. Also, the ONR had specialized skills
not available within the DCMC. By retaining CAS responsibilities rather than delegating them to
the DCMC, the DoD is not able to achieve the economies of scale, consistent application of
contract administration policies, or independence of the contract administration function
envisioned by the establishment of DCMC as a single DoD contract administration organization.
The arguments against delegation of CAS responsibilities to the DCMC are similar to those used
at the time of formation of the DCAA in 1965. Presently, DCAA provides DoD contracting
officers with all contract audit and financial advisory services. The success DCAA has had in
this role could similarly be obtained by the DCMC.
DLA COMMENTS: The DoDIG report determined that DCMC is capable of performing the
CAS responsibilities currently being conducted by the AAP, ONR and SUPSHIP. DCMC was
not involved in the review of these organizations and it has been some time since we have looked
at the feasibility of consolidating these organizations with DCMC. CAS function consolidations
have historically proven to save costs, however, the report lacks the detailed analysis of benefits
to be gained by all parties involved. In addition, the report remains silent on the centrally
performed non-CAS functions performed by the military services (facilities, environment, safety,
etc.). We recommend a full cost benefit analysis be performed to support each of the
recommendations. If it is decided to transfer CAS functions to DCMC, we would need to ensure
that all resources (FTEs, offices, etc) are transferred as well.
ACTION OFFICER: LT Bruce A. Rivers, SC, USN, AQBF, 767-2442
REVIEW/APPROVAL: Mr. Gary S. Thurber, Deputy, DCMC
COORDINATION: Jeffrey Goldstein, DDAf^- >*/?
DLA APPROVAL: WC^^fc^ .

8

°CT

"r \JcTfflEY GOLDSTEIN
>
Chief (Acting), Internal Review
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Final Report
Reference

SUBJECT: Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration Services (Project 6OC-9028)

Deleted

Recommendation No. 1: We recommend the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology direct the Defense Acquisition Regulations Council to eliminate the Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement 242.203(a)(i)(B), which authorizes the Office of Naval
Research to retain administration of contracts for research and development with universities.
DLA Comments: Because DCMC currently administers grants and other transactions from our
geographic offices, the opportunity for small savings may exist. Grant CAS could be performed
through our geographic offices and the field ONR reps could be transferred on a one for one
basis. We recommend a full cost benefit analysis be performed, with DCMC's participation, to
determine the quantifiable and non-quantifiable benefits of the transfer of these functions.
Disposition: Action is considered complete.
Action Officer: LT Bruce A. Rivers, DC, USN, AQBF
Review/Approval: Mr. Gary S. Thurber, Deputy, DCMC
Coordination: Jeffrey Goldstein, DDAI ^& ioln

DLA APPROVAL:

. ,

8 OCT 1997

V^2_giGfc#==<

^EPFRTGOLDSTEIN
>
Chief (Acting) Internal Review
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Final Report
Reference

SUBJECT: Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration Services (Project 6OC-9028)
Recommendation No. 2: We recommend the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology transfer contract administration responsibility for the U. S. Army Ammunition Plants
from the Army to the Defense Contract Management Command.
DLA Comments: As stated in the DoDIG report, the AAPs have a mixture of both CAS and
non-CAS functions in their workload. These functions become extremely difficult to separate to
the AAP locations and therefore place the Army in a better position to achieve savings due to
commingled CAS and non-CAS work. In addition, there are a number of other support staff in
Rock Island to handle significant issues such as facilities, safety and the environment which are
not mentioned in the report. Because of the unique nature of business, there does not appear to
be a significant opportunity for DCMC to make further savings from consolidation. Moreover,
the transfer may entail non-traditional functions outside of the DCMC mission (e.g. environment
"supersite" facility management).
Disposition: Action is considered complete.
Action Officer: LT Bruce A. Rivers, SC, USN, AQBF, 767-2442
Review/Approval: Mr. Gary S. Thurber, Deputy, DCMC
Coordination: Jeffrey Goldstein, DDAI )^> ID/7
DLA Approval: W^^^

8 OCT 1S97

JEFFREY GOLDSTEIN
Chief (Acting), Intanal Revi«
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Final Report
Reference

SUBJECT: Consolidation of DoD Contract Administration Services (Project 6OC-9028)

Revised

Recommendation No. 3: We recommend the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology transfer contract administration responsibility for the Office of Naval Research and
the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, from the Navy to the Defense
Contract Management Command.
DLA Comments: As stated in the DoDIG report, SUPSHIPS has a mixture of CAS and nonCAS functions in their workload. The integrated CAS/non-CAS functions performed by
SUPSHIP present a single Navy image to the shipbuilding industry and is a very effective
approach to managing shipbuilding and ship repair contracts. These functions become extremely
difficult to separate at the SUPSHIP locations and therefore place the Navy in a better position to
achieve savings due to commingled CAS and non-CAS work. Moreover, there are a number of
other support staff in Crystal City to handle significant issues such as facilities, safety and the
environment which are not mentioned in the report. The DoDIG report also does not mention the
daily on site controls and oversight performed by the Navy representatives during ship
construction and overhaul. Because of the unique nature of industry, there is no significant
opportunity for DCMC to rnake further savings solely from consolidation.
Disposition: Action is considered complete.
Action Officer: LT Bruce A. Rivers, SC, USN, AQBF, 767-2442
Review/Approval: Mr. Gary S. Thurber, Deputy, DCMC
Coordination: Jeffrey Goldstein, DDAI >p* ,ei /

DLA Approval:

8 OCT JS97
JEFFREY GOLDSTEIN
Chief (Acting), Internal Review
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Evaluation Team Members
This report was prepared by the Contract Audit Directorate, Office of the
Assistant Inspector General for Policy and Oversight, DoD.
Maurice G. Nestor
Michael A. DiRenzo
Kimberly A. Gray
Thomas M. Schultz
Nancy C. Cipolla
Ana A. King
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